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SUMMARY

Inspection on March 6 - April 5, 1984

Areas Inspected

This routine inspection by the resident inspectors involved 271 inspector-hours
on site in the areas of surveillance and maintenance activities, previous
inspection findings, previously identified items, safety system walkdowns, plant
operations, licensee event reports, IE bulletins, IE circulars, calibration, fire
protection, and TMI action plan items.

- Results

Of the twelve areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified in ten
areas. Three violations were identified in two areas (Failure of the ~ valve

paragraph 8.j; Failure to make the Unit 2lineup system to ensure quality -

reactor coolant vent system operable - paragraph 7.b(3); material false
statements made to the commission staff in the areas of reactor coolant system
operability and maintenance procedures for the reactor protective system -
paragraph 7.b.(3) and 12. Two deviations were identified iri two areas (Failure
to establish instructions for energizing the containment hydrogen monitors -
paragraph 7.b(9); Failure to implement corrective action for IE Bulletin 80-05 -
paragraph 9.q).
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*E. W. Harrell, Station Manager
G. E. Kane, Assistant Station Manager
L. Johnson, Superintendent, Technical Services

*J. R. Harper, Superintendent, Maintenance
D. L. Benson, Superintendent, Operations.

: G. Paxton, Superintendent, Administrative Services
A. L. Hogg, Jr. , QC Manager

*S. B. Eisenhart, Licensing Coordinator
R. O. Enfinger, Operations Coordinator

*L. Retzer, Loss Prevention Supervisor
J. P. Smith, Engineering Supervisor
F. Terminella, Engineering Supervisor
M. G. Pinion, Engineering Supervisor
A. H. Stafford, Health Physics Supervisor
E. C. Tuttle, Electrical Supervisor

*R. A. Bergquist, Instrument Supervisor
D. E. Thomas, Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor
L. B. Jones, Chemistry Supervisor
F. P. Miller, QC Supervisor
J. A. Smith, QC Supervisor

Other licensee employees contacted included technicians, operators,
mechanics, security force members, and office personnel.

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on April 5,1984, with
those persons indicated in paragraph-1 above. The licensee acknowledged the
violations in paragraphs 7.b(3), 8.J. Subsequently, the violation in
paragraph 12 was discussed with the licensee.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters

(Closed) Violation (338/339/83-31-01) - Fire barriers protecting safety
related areas not inspected at least once per 18 months. The inspector
verified that the breached fire barrier has been repaired and that the
inspection of the walls between the steam driven and electrically driven
auxiliary feedwater pumps for both units has been added to the inspection
procedure.
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(Closed) Violation (338/339/83-31-02) - Written procedures not properly
. maintained. The inspector verified that the inspection of the wall between

the auxiliary and fuel buildings in 1-PT-105.1.4 has been deleted and that
the procedures in the auxiliary shutdown panel have been updated.

.(Closed) Violation (338/83-13-02), (339/83-13-03) and (338/83-13-04) -
Failure to follow procedures. The inspector has evaluated the licensee's
response dated November 18, 1983, and has no further concerns or questions.

(Closed) Violation (338/83-17-02) and (338/83-24-01) - Failure to control
Category 1 materials. The licensee has instituted "VEPC0 Site /Section
Operating Procedure Power Station Construction" (8.12.0.1N) " Field Staging
and Control of Category 1 Materials - North Anna" to control Category 1
materials on the job site. Additionally, the inspectors have made frequent
plant tours and have seen a marked improvement in field stora'ge.

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required to
determine whether they are acceptable or may involve violations or devia-
tions. No new unresolved items were identified during this inspection.

5. Plant Status
'

Unit 1

During this inspection period, the unit operated at or near capacity load.

Unit 2

On March 13,1984 at 3:57 p.m. , a reactor trip occurred while the unit was-

operating at 100% power. The reactor tripped on Low s/g Level coincident
with a steam flow / feed flow mismatch when the 'A' steam generator feedwater

,

regulating valve went shut. Closure of the valve was caused by a power
supply spike which occurred while replacing a circuit card.e

During the subsequent unit startup, two reactor trips occurred while trying
to control steam generator level using the manual control mode. The unit
was on line at 12:57 a.m., March 14, 1984.

At 2:52 a.m. , March 31, 1984, the unit was taken off the line and the
rehctor subsequently shut down for a planned maintenance outage. The
licensee projects the unit to be back on line about April 9, 1984.

6. Licensee Event Reports

(Closed) LER 338/83-38 and 339/83-48 - Intermediate range nuclear instrument
high flux trip setpoints~ improperly set. The licensee's engineering staff
is presently trending the intermediate range power equivalent to 25% power
value. The reactor engineer directs the instrumentation group to reset the
trip setpoints as trends indicate in order to maintain a conservative4

1
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setpoint. This arrangement .is an interim measure that will be used until
VEPC0 Fuels Resources finalizes a permanent corrective action. That
corrective action will be tracked as part of the response to violation
339/83-13-05.

(Closed) LER , 3/83-33 - Inadvertent SI actuation due to inadequate instru-
mentation prt . jure. Instrumentation procedures specifically listed in the.

report have L :n changed and other instrumentation procedures have been
reviewed to ensure that they do not have the same problem.

(Closed) LtR 338/81-63 "B" reactor trip breaker did not open because of a
failed metal latch in the undervoltage trip attachment. The inspector has
reviewed the immediate corrective actions. Those actions along with the
requirements of Generic Letter 83-28 and IE Bulletin 83-01 adequately
address the problem.

(Closed) LER 338/82-73 "B" reactor trip breaker did not open because the
undervoltage tripping mechanism was sticking. The inspector has reviewed
the immediate corrective action taken by the licensee and found it to .be
satisfactory. The corrective action along with the reactor trip breaker
inspection documented in inspection reports 338/339/83-08 and the require-
ments of IE Bulletin 83-01 and Generic Letter 83-28 adequately address the
problems.

(0 pen) LER 339/83-39 - Undervoltage output board of train "B" solid -state
protection failed. This event along with a similar one that occurred
April 10, 1980, are presently being evaluated by NRC Region II.

The following LER's were reviewed and closed. The inspector verified that
reporting requirements had been met, causes had been identified, corrective
actions appeared appropriate, generic applicability had been considered, and
the LER forms were. complete. Additionally, for those reports identified by
asterick, a more detailed review was performed to verify that the. licensee
had reviewed the event, corrective action had been taken, no unresolved
safety questions were involved, and violations of regulastons or Technical
Specification conditions had been identified.

*338/81-63 Metal latch in the undervoltage trip attachment failed which
prevent "B" reactor breaker from opening.

*338/82-73 "B" Reactor trip breaker did not open because the under-
voltage trip mechanism.

*338/83-33 Inadvertent safety injection due to inadequate procedure
guidance.

*338/83-38 Intermediate range high neutron flux reactor trip set
improperly.

*338/83-44 IRPIs were found out of calibration.
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338/83-85 PT-LM-1000 drifting erratically.

*339/83-48 Inter.'ediate range high neutron flux reactor trip set
improperly.

7. TMI Action Plan Items

a. The inspectors reviewed the status of outstanding TMI Action Plan
Items. Several items were found to be closed in previous inspection
reports. The inspectors provided to NRC Region II the update that
follows:

Item No.: Description Unit: Status:

I.B.1.2 Organization 2 Closed: I/R 80-10

I.C.1.2.B Inadequate core 1&2 Open: In a 1/20/84 letter

cooling procedure to NRR, s/n 039, the
implementation licensee committed to a

4/15/84 implementation.

I.C.1.3.8 Revise transient & 1&2 Open: In a 1/20/84 letter

accident procedure 039, letter committed to
a 4/15/84 implementation.

I.C.7.1 NSSS review of low 2 Closed: I/R 80-28.
power test program

I.C.7.2 NSSS review of power 2 Closed: See details this
ascension test and report.

emergency procedures

I.C.8 Pilot monitoring of 2 Closed: See details this
selected emergency report.

procedures

I.D.2.2 SPDS installed 1&2 Open: In a 4/15/83 letter,
s/n 006, VEPCO in
response to Generic
Letter 82-33, committed
to a 5 year program that
will have SPDS opera-
tional following the
1986 refueling.

I.D.2.3 SPDS fully implemented 1&2 Open: Same as above item.

I.G.1 Training during low 2 Closed: I/R 80-29
power test program

- . - - . . . - . .-_ .. ._
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II.B.1.2- Install RCS vents 1&2 Open: See details this
report.

II.B.1.3 Implement procedures 1&2 Open: See details this
for RCS vents report.

II.B.2.2.B Modify shielding 1&2 Closed: I/R 83-22

-II.B.2.3 Equipment qualification 1&2 Open: See details this
report.

II.D.3 Install direct indication 2 Closed: I/R 80-17, 80-29
on valve position and 80-33

II.E.4.2 Modify containment 2 Closed: See details this
pressure setpoint report.

'II.F.1.1.B.2- Accident monitoring 1&2 Open: See inspection
noble gas monitor report 83-22 for details.

II.F.1.2.B.2 Iodine / particulate 1&2 Open: See inspection
monitor report 83-22 for details.

II.F.1.3 Containment high range 1&2 Closed: I/R 84-07
monitor

II.F.1.4 Containment pressure 1&2 Closed: See details this
report.

II.F.1.5 Containment water 1&2 Closed: See details this
level report.

II.F.1.6 Containment H2 monitor' 1&2 Open: See details this

report.

II.F.2.1 Procedures for inadequate 2 Closed: I/R 80-17.

core cooling

II.F.2.2 Subcooling meter 2 Closed: I/R 80-17

'II.F.2.3.B Implement RV level 1&2 Open: In a 3/7/84 letter
to NRR, s/n 047A,
licensee committed to
having system operable
following the 1984
refueling outage for
Units 1 and 2.
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II.F.2.4 Install additional 2 Open: In a 4/15/83 letter,

_ instruments .s/n 006 VEPC0 in response
to Generic Letter 82-33,
committed to a 5 year
program that will ensure
equipment is installed
prior to startup
following the 1986
refueling. ;

II.G.1.1 Upgrade power supply 2 Closed: I/R, 339/80-17,
for pressure relief 339/80-20 & 339/80-33.
and block valves

,

II.K.1.5 Response to IE bulletin 2 Closed: in I/r, 339/80-29

on TMI 2 accident and 339/80-33. These
items were evaluated and
found acceptable in
Supps. 10 and 11 to NUREG
0053 (SER North Anna
Power Station)

.

II.K.1.10 Same status as II.K.1.5

II.K.1.19 Same status as II.K.1.5
:

II.K.1.20 Same status as II.K.1.5

II.K.1.21 'Same status as II.K.1.5

II.K.2.2- Procedures to control 2 Closed: See details this
AFW independent of report.

integrated control
system B&W design

II.K.2.13 Thermal mechanical 2 Closed: See details this
report report.

II.K.3.1.B Auto PORV isolation 1&2 Closed: I/R 83-31.
!

II.K.3.5.B Auto trip of RCP 1&2 Open. VEPCO proposed no
modifications and have
agreed to include

,

ins 6ruction to manually
trip pumps in their new
emergency procedures
that are to be in place,

4/15/84.
,

II.K.3.13.B HPCI & RCIC init 1&2 Closed: See details this
levels report.

:
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II.K.3.28- -Qualification of ADS 1&2 Closed: See details this
accumulators report.

II.K.3.57 Manual actuation of 1&2 Closed: See details this
ADS report.

III.A.1.2.1.A Interim TSC & EOF 2 Closed: I/R 339/80-10.

III.A.1.2.1.B Interim OSC 2 Closed: I/R 339/80-10.

III.A.1.2.3 Modify emergency 1&2 Open: in a 4/15/83 letter,
support facilities s/n 005, VEPC0 in

response to Generic
letter 82-33, committed
to a 5 year program that
will ensure that the
emergency support
facilities are operating-
prior to startup
following the 1986
refueling.

III.A.2.4- Emergency planning 1&2 Open: See details this

hard ware and software report.

upgrade

-III.A.2.5 Emergency planning full 1&2 Open: See details this

capability of facility report.

III.A.2.6 Licensee review of DCM 1&2 Open: See details this
report.

III.A.2.8 Class "B" model operable 2 Open: See details this
report.

III.D.1.1 Leak reduction on primary 2 Closed: See details this
leaks outside containment report.

III.D.3.3 Improve inplant iodine 2 Closed: I/R 339/83-07.4

instrumentation under4

' accident ronditions
,

III.D.3.4.2 Control room habitability 1&2 Closed: See details this
report.

b. The inspectors review of the outstanding TMI action items identified
several items that can be closed. For the following items in this

y category, the inspectors performed the actions specified in the
applicable IE Manual Chapter 2515 Temporary Instruction.,

,
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(1) Closed: (Unit 2 only) I.C.7.2 (NSSS review of power ascension
tests and emergency procedures): This item was reviewed and-
accepted by NRR as documented in Supplement 11 to the North ' Anna
Safety Evaluation Report, NUREG 0053.

(2) Closed: (Unit 2 only) I.C.8 (Pilot monitoring of selected
emergency procedures): This item was reviewed and accepted by NRR
as documented in Supplement 1 to the ' North Anna Safety Evaluation
Report, NUREG 0053.

(3) Open: (Units 1 and 2) II.B.1.2 (Install reactor coolant vents):
In their March 16, 1984, letter, s/n 614A, to NRR, VEPC0 committed.

to having the RCS vents fully operable by the end of the' spring<

1984 maintenance outage for Unit 2 and by the end of the summer
1984 refueling outage for Unit 1. This updated letter s/n 614A
was issued to correct the original letter dated October 28, 1983,
which did not correctly indicate the current status of the RCS
vents. TL2 original letter and stated requested an exemption from
10 CFR 50.44(c)(3)(iii) that in the event of an emergency, the RCS
vents could be energized and could be used with the guidance of
the generic procedures. The letter did not, however, indicate
that the manually operated mechanical valves inside the contain-
ment are currently shut and would require a containment entry to
open them. Under accident conditions, the containment may not be
accessible and the reactor would have to be shutdown to open

| these valves. In another letter dated June 9,1983, that proposed
technical specifications for this system, the licensee did state
that the RCS vent system was installed, but valved out until the
technical specifications were approved. This letter was not
referenced in the October 28, 1983 letter. These violations are
discussed in letter EA 84-57 for this report (338/339/84-06-01).

(4) Open: (Units 1 and 2) II.B.1.3 (Implement procedures for RCS
vents): In their March 16, 1984, letter, s/n 614A to NRR, VEPC0
commi.tted to having procedures in place April 15, 1984.

(5) Open: (Units 1 and 2) II.B.2.3 (Equipment qualification):
Because of the relationship to 10 CFR 50.49 and IE Bulletin 79-01
requirements. This item has been referred to NRC Region II,
Inspector Followup Item (IFI) (338/339/84-06-02).

(6) Closed: (Units 2 only) II.E.4.2 (Modify containment pressure
setpoint): The licensee's existing setpoint was accepted by NRR
in their December 10, 1981 letter.

4

(7) Closed: (Units 1 and 2) II.F.1.4 (Containment pressure monitor):
The licensee design was accepted by a NRD. letter dated April 21,'

1983. The inspector reviewed the licensee design change package
79-67 and verified completion of installation.

,

(8) Closed: (Units 1 and 2) II.F.1.5 (Containment water level
indication): The licensee's existing design was accepted by NRR
in their April 21, 1983, letter.

- _, .- . - - - --,- - .-- - - - _ _ - , - --
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(9) Open: (Units 1 and 2) II.F.1.6 (Containment H2 monitor): The
licensee design was accepted by a NRR letter dated April 21, 1983.
The inspector reviewed the design change package 79-68 and
identified the following problems: (1) procedures were not in
place to ensure the H monitors are turned on within 30 minutes of2

the initiation of safety injection, (2) the heat trace for the
process piping has been unreliable and is being evaluated. These
problems were discussed with licensee management and a standing
order was issued to ensure interim operating instructions are in
place until the new emergency operating procedures are implemented
on April 15, 1984. Additionally, heat trace problems are being
resolved on a priority basis.

The failure to establish instructions to ensure the H2 monitors
are turned on within 30 minutes as specified in NUREG 0737 and
agreed to in the licensee's response is'a deviation from a
commitment (338/339/84-06-03).

(10) Closed: (Unit 2 only) II.K.2.2 (Procedures to control AFW
independent of the integrated control system B&W design): This
item has been determined to be applicable only to B&W design
reactors.

(11) Closed: (Unit 2 only) II.K.2.13 (Thermal mechanical report): In
the December 28, 1981, letter s/n 702, North Anna endorses the WOG
analysis and this item is no longer listed as open in the
January 1984 NRR's ORLAS Book.

(12) Closed: (Units 1 and 2) II.K.3.13.8 (HPCI and RCIC initiation-
level): This item has been determined to be applicable only to
boiling water reactors.

(13) Closed: (Units 1 and 2) II.K.3.28 (Qualification of ADS accumula-
tors): This item has been determined to be applicable only to
boiling water reactors.

(14) Closed: (Units 1 and 2) II.K.3.57 (Manual actuation of ADS): This
item has been determined to be applicable only to boiling water
reactors.

(15) Open: (Units 1 and 2) III.A.1.2.3 (Modify emergency support
facilities): In their April 15, 1983, letter s/n 006, VEPC0 in
response to Generic Letter 82-33, committed to a five year program
that will ensure that the emergency support facilities are
operational prior to startup following the 1986 refueling.

(16) Open: (Units 1 and 2) III.A.2.4 (Installation of Emergency
Response Facility hardware and software); This item was scheduled'
by NUREG 0737 to be completed by March 1,1982, and should be
included in the North Anna Emergency Plan. Verification that the
licensee's action satisfied the requirements has been referred to
NRC Region II, IFI (338/339/84-06-04).
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(17) Open: (Units 1 and 2) III.A.2.5 (Full capability of facility):
This item was scheduled by NUREG 0737 to be completed by July 1,
1982, and should be included in the North Anna Emergency Plan.
Verification that the licensee's action satisfied the requirements
has been referred to NRC Region II, IFI (338/339/84-06-05).

(18) Open: (Units 1 and 2) III. A.2.6 (Licensee review of DCM): This
item was scheduled by NUREG 0737 to be completed by July 1, 1982,
and should be included in the North Anna Emergency Plan. Veri-
fication that the licensee's actions satisfied the requirements
has been referred to NRC Region II, IFI (338/339/84-06-06).

(19) Open: (Units 1 and 2) III. A.2.8 (Class B Model Operable): This
item was scheduled by NUREG 0737 to be completed by June 1, 1983,
and should be included in the North Anna Emergency Plan. Veri-
fication that the licensee's action satisfied the requiremants has
been referred to NRC Region II, IFI (338/339/84-06-07).

(20) Closed: (Unit 2 only) III.D.1.1 (Leak reduction on primary leaks

outside containment): This item was determined acceptable by NRR
and is documented in Supplement II to the North Anna Safety-
Evaluation Report, NUREG 0053. Additionally, Technical Specifi-
cation 6.8.4.a describes the program necessary for maintaining
leakage as low as reasonably achievable.

(21) Closed: (Units 1 and 2) III.D.3.4.2 (Control room habitability):
This item was reviewed by NRR during licensing of Unit 2 and found
to be acceptable and was documented in Supplement II to the North
Anna Safety Evaluation Report, NUREG 0053. Since Unit 1 and
Unit 2 share a common control room, the Unit 1 control room is
also considered acceptable.

8. Followup of Previously Identified Items

a. (Closed) 338/83-18-01 and 339/83-18-01 - Performance test for the
diesel fire pump did not specify minimum runtime. 1-PT-100.2 has been
updated to reflect the 20 minute minimum runtime,

b. (Ciased) 338/83-24-04 - Review of licensee drawing update procedure and
followup of update of drawing 11715-FE-1AE. The inspector verified the
above drawing has been updated. VEPC0 now has in place a number of
procedures including Nuclear Operations and Power Stations Engineering
Interface Procedure " Drawing Update Program" which should prevent
further drawing update problems.

c. (Closed) 338/339/83-27-03 - Design change on casing cooling tank level
transmitters not ccmplete. The final field change on design change
79-563 has been installed.

.
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d. (Closed) 338/83-18-02 - North Anna reservoir and service water
reservoir ' levels not indicated as applicable in modes 5 and 6 on
operator. logs. The logs, LOG-4 and LOG-6A, have been reviewed and.the
required changes have been made. The Unit 2 item remains open as the
log (2-LOG-4) has not yet been changed.

e. (Closed) 338/79-45-04 and 339/79-54-06 - Safeguards area exhaust system
modifications. The inspector verified that the design change has been
installed and tested in accordance with Design Change 80-539.

f. (Closed) 339/81-03-04 - Followup of installation of larger cable from
pressurizer heater contactor to breaker panel. The permanent change
has been made on Unit 2 and the jumper cleared.

g. (Closed) 339/80-24-04 - Westinghouse Part 21 Report on Charging Pump
Flow. ,This item is the same concern as that addressed in IE Bulletin

80-18, which is also discussed in this report.

h. (Closed) 339/80-05-02 - Service water radiation monitoring pump
environmental qualification. The licensee's Environmental Qualifica-
tion Master List indicates that all of these pumps are environmentally
qualified.

1. (Closed) 339/83-24-01 - Performance of flux mapping (2-PT-21.2) not
closely supervised. The licensee reviewed the performance test data
and it was found to be satisfactory. Additionally, they have committed
to provide additional supervision on tests performed by co-op students.

J. (0 pen) IFI 338/339/84-04-04: Discrepancies noted during system
walkdown and valve position verification of the auxiliary feedwater
system. During this walkdown on February 29, 1984, the inspectors
discovered several inconsistencies between the installed system and the
as-built sy:,, tem schematic and valve lineup check-off sheet.

(1) Unit 1: The inspectors noted that system schematic-
11715-FM-74A-14 was incorrect in that actual valves installed at
the piping tees, downstream of the three auxiliary feed pump
recirculation flow orifices are not reflected. Additionally,
these valves are unnumbered and not checked shut on valve lineup
1-0P-31.2A and if open and uncapped could result in draining of
the emergency condensate storage tank or water being sprayed, in
the area of'the pump, and not being recirculated back to the tank.

(2) Unit 2: The inspectors noted that drawing 12050-FM74A-15
indicates a' blank flange installed downstream of valve 2-FW-277
when the actual installation had temporary piping installed. The
licensee's investigation documented by Deviation Report 84-369
revealed that this temporary piping was from unknown origin and
probably had been installed for years and possibly was left

'

installed after construction phase flushing. This temporary
piping was removed and the blank flange installed.
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~(3) Unit 2: The inspector could not locate valve FW -327 described on
valve checkoff sheet 2-0P-31.2A, Revision 5, as " Drain on
2-FW-P-38 suction near pump". The inspectors requested the
licensee to investigate and locate FW-327 as the valve was
pictured on system schematic 12050-FM-74A-15. The license 2
investigation indicated that the valve did not exist, however, the
position of this valve had been checked and verified on numerous
valve checkoffs. The licensee interviewed several persons who had
verified FW-327 closed and determined that the probable cause of
their signing for a valve that did not exisc was the method that
was used to verify valve positions for drain valves. The method
described to the inspectors was that the valve checker would look
at the valve check sheets, then enter the area where a number of
valves were and by checking shut all drain valves in the area and
not noting any liquid running in the area, they would then come
out and sign the check sheets. It appears that there is no
requirement to verify valve nomenclature for each valve checked.

Additional contributing factors for the unvalid verification of valve
FW-327 may be best described by the following chronology:

* The system lineup sheets verified November 25, 1980, did not
include valve FW-327, however, a procedure deviation was initiated
to add this valve; then the valve was checked and verified shut.

* The permanent change to add FW-327 to the checkoff sheet was not
completed by the May 17, 1981, verification of the system lineup
and the valve was not verified.

The permanent change had added valve FW-327 by the May 14, 1982,*

system lineup and FW-327 was checked and verified as being shut.

During the system lineup on August 14, 1982, the operator could*

not find FW-327 and he annotated on the checkoff sheet " capped
plug connection only - no valve".

During the May 19, 1983, system lineup the checkoff sheet still
contained valve FW-327 and it was checked shut and verified.

The verification, by two parties on numerous occasions, that FW-327 was shut
when the valve did not exist, indicates that the method used to verify valve
position does not ensure adequate quality and should be evaluated.
Additionally, on several occasions it was identified to licensee management
that FW-327 did not exist but no corrective action was taken. This item is
a violation (339/P4-06-08).

.
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9. IE Bulletins

Unit 1

a. (Closed) 338/79-BU-02 " Pipe Support Base Plate Design Using Concrete
Expansion Anchor Bolts". The VEPC0 letter dated December 17, 1980,
forwarded the further information requested by the NRC in a letter
dated March 20, 1980. That submittal was updated on March 12, 1981.
Tnis item is considered closed as the remaining action is review of the
engineering models used in the required analysis. If future
correspondence identifies any required inspection, this item can be
reopened.

Unit 2

b. (Closed) 339/79-BU-13 " Cracking in Feedwater System Piping". This
updates inspection reports 379/79-47 and 339/82-19. In a letter dated
August 13, 1982, the licensee submitted the results of the July 1982,
inspection of Unit 2 feedwater piping. This submittal has been
evaluated by Region II as meeting the bulletin requirements.

c. (Closed) 339/81-80-02 " Failure to Gate Type Valves to Close Against
Differential Pressure". VEPC0's revised response of March 24, 1983,
identified three valves ~, all installed on Unit 2, that required
evaluation. In addition, the response outlined the corrective action
that was taken as a result of the evaluation.

Unit 1 and Unit 2

d. (Closed) 338/339/79-BU-28 "Possible Malfunction of Namco Model EA 180
Limit Switches at Elevated Temperatures". In the licensee's response
dated January 9,1980, it was stated that none of the installed Namco
EA 180 limit switches fell between date codes 02-79 and 08-79.
Further, new replacement switches which were received during that
period, although not necessarily of those date codes, were modified in
accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations.

e. (Closed) 338/339/80-BU-04 " Analysis of PWR Main Steam Line Break with
Continued Feedwater Addition". VEPCO responded to this bulletin on
May 9, 1980. The NRC requested additional information in a letter
dated April 15, 1982. This information was provided in a response
dated May 28, 1982. This item is considered closed, but can be
reopened if future correspondence identifies any required inspection
activities.

f. (Closed) 338/339/80-BU-09 "Hydramotor Actuator Deficiencies". In a
response dated June 10, 1980, the licensee stated that there are none
of these actuators in use at North Anna.
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g. (Closed) 338/339/80-BU-16 " Potential Misapplication of Rosemount,
Inc. Models 1151 and 1152 Pressure Transmitters with Either "A or D"
Output Codes. An analysis of the five transmitters in use at North
Anna was completed and no design basis assumptions were found to be
violated. This information was forwarded in a response dated July 30,
1980.

h. (Closed) 338/339/80-BU-21 " Valve Yokes Supplied by Malcolm Foundry
Company, Inc." The licensee _ reported in a response dated December 5,
1980, that no valve yokes supplied by the Malcolm Foundry Company were
in use at North Anna.

i. (Closed) 338/339/80-BU-24 " Prevention of Damage Due to Water Leakage
Inside Containment (October 17, 1980, Indian Point 2 Event)". The
licensee reported in a letter dated January 5, 1981, that no open
cooling systems are used in containment during normal operations.
Service water is used in containment during accident conditions and
could be used under some other special circumstances which are
administratively controlled.

j. (Closed) 338/339/83-BU-01 " Failure of Reactor Trip Breakers
(Westinghouse 08-50) to Open on Automatic Trip Signals". In a response
dated March 4, 1983, the licensee outlined the actions taken in
response to the bulletin and the results.

k. (Closed) 338/339/83-BU-03 " Check Valve Failures Of RWCS of Diesel
Generators". The response from VEPC0 dated June 14, 1983, stated that
the North Anna diesel generators do not use a raw cooling water system
(RWCS). Additionally, the system does not use swing check valves, but
rather insert check valves and there have been no reported failures.

1. (Closed) 338/339/83-BU-06 "Non-Conforming Materials Supplied by
Tube-Line Corporation". North Anna Power Station Quality Assurance
performed an audit dated September 7, 1983, which identified three
purchase orders which could have possibly procured materials of the
type identified in the bulletin. Subsequent investigation, however,
revealed this was not the case,

m. (Closed) 338/339/83-BU-08 " Electrical Circuit Breakers with an
Undervoltage Trip Feature in Use in Safety-Related Applications Other
Than the Reactor Trip System". In a response dated March 2, 1984, the
licensee reported there are no breakers with undervoltage trip features
other then the reactor trip breakers in use in safety-related
applications.

n. (Closed) 338/339/83-BU-04 " Failure of the Undervoltage Trip Function
of Reactor Trip Breakers". North Anna Units 1 and 2 have Westinghouse
08-50 type reactor trip breakers and responded to IE Bulletin 83-01
" Failure to Reactor Trip Breakers (Westinghouse 08-50) to Open on
Automatic Trip Signals".
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o. (Closed) 338/339/79-BU-24 " Frozen Lines". The licensee responded to
this bulletin November 1,1979. The response indicated that a design
change was to be done to install heat enclosures on the Unit I casing
cooling tank transmitters. This. commitment was inspected in reports
338/339/83-27. At that point the enclosures were installed, but the
final field change was not complete. That field change dealing with
the heat tracing has now been completed.

p. (Closed) 338/339/80-BU-18 " Maintenance of Adequate Minimum Flow Thru
Centrifugal Charging Pumps Following Secondary Side High Energy Line
Rupture". The licansee responded in a letter dated December 22, 1980,
that the design change required to make the necessary modifications was
complete. The inspector verified that licensee records indicated the
design change in installed.

q. (Open) 338/339/80-80-05 " Vacuum Condition Resulting in Damage to
Chemical Volume Control System (CVCS) Holdup Tanks" (sometimes called
" clean waste receiver tanks"). In the licensee's response, commitments
were made to administratively control the boric acid storage tanks
(BAST) vent isolation valves - normally maintaining them in a locked
open position and also to institute a periodic operability verification
program for the boron evaporator bottoms tank (1-BR-TK-5) vacuum
breaker (PCV-BR-161).

The administrative controls on the BAST vent valves were to be instituted
within 30 days of the response date (June 9, 1980) however, a review of the
" Valve Checkoff-Chemical and Volume Control System" (1-0P-8A) dated
September 5,1979, does not indicate the valves are. to be locked open. An
inspection of the valves revealed that they are, in fact, locked open. The
operability program for the boron evaporator bottoms tank was to be in place
within 90 days of the response, but at the time of this inspection, a'
program was not in place.

.

This is a deviation from a commitment (338/339/84-06-15).

10. IE Circulars

a. (Closed) 339/78-CI-16 "Limitorque Valve Actuators". This circular
was inspected in Inspection Reports 338/339/79-01 and the remaining
concerns were identified as inspector followups 338/79-01-09 and
339/79-01-04. These items were closed in Inspection Reports 338/79-52
and 339/79-58, respectively,

b. (Closed) 338/339/80-CI-09 " Problems with Plant Internal Communica-
tions Systems". One of the problems identified in the licensee's
review of the concerns of IE Bulletin 79-27 " Loss of Non-Class 1E
Instrumentation and Control Power System Bus During Operation" was that
the Gai-tronics announcing system would be lost under certain
conditions. Design Change 80-S55 modified the power supplies to the
system allowing it to be powered from either unit. Additionally, the
plant has been evaluated for susceptibility to portable radio trans-
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missions and numerous areas are now posted warning personnel to
restrict use of radios in those areas.

c. (Closed) 338/80-CI-07 " Problems with HPCI Turbine Oil System". This
circular makes specific recommendations for BWR plants, however, since
North Anna does use Terry Steam Turbines, an evaluation was conducted.
The turbines at North Anna are not used in a manner simular to that
described and they have a different type of throttle valve control.
The planned maintenance program for the turbines was also reviewed to
ensure adequacy.

11. Failure to Test Thermal Overloads

Unit 2 technical specification surveillance 4.8.2.6b requires that the
thermal overloads for 25% of the breakers specified in Table 3.8-2 be tested
every 18 months. On March 9,1984, it was discovered by the licensee that
this surveillance had never been properly accomplished and over one full
surveillance interval had passed.

While reviewing the electrical maintenance procedure that was to accomplish
the surveillance, a member of the plant engineering staff discovered that
the wrong overload protection device on the breaker was being tested. The
licensee immediately declared 25% of the designed valves inoperable and made
preparations to test them. Testing was completed satisfactorily on
March 11, 1984. The licensee is presently preparing a written report.

This violation of technical specifications has been evaluated and been found
to meet the criteria of 10 CFR Part 2 Appendix C IV A, for licensee
identified violations, thus no Notice of Violation will be issued.

12. Generic Letter 83-28 " Required Actions Based on Generic Implications of
Salem ATWS Events"

In Inspection Reports 50-338/339/83-08, the inspector identified
(338/339/83-08-01) the fact that the March 1,1983, revision of North Anna
Electrical Maintenance Procedure (EMP-P-EP-7) - Reactor Trip Breakers - did
not include the additional requirements of Westinghouse Technical Bulletin
NSD-TB-83-02 dated March 24, 1983. In response to Generic Letter 83-28, the
licensee stated in a submittal dated November 4, 1983, "This response
contains the status of current conformance with the positions :tated in
Generic Letter 83-28,. . ." and " Maintenance and testing procedures for the
reactor protection system contain the latest vendor information received by
the stations."

Followup inspection of items 338/339/83-08-01 revealed that the March 24,
1983, information and subsequent September 13, 1983, revision information
had not been incorporated in the North Anna maintenance procedures, but will
be in the new procedures scheduled to be implemented April 1, 1984. At the
time of their response to Generic Letter 83-28, the licensee did not yet
have the September 13, 1983, revision and they have internal documentation
of the fact that they decided immediate incorporation of the March 24, 1983,
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vendor's information was not necessary and would be delayed until the new
licensee maintenance procedures came out, but this decision was not
communicated to the NRC. Stating that maintenance and testing procedures
for the reactor protection system contain the latest vendor information
received by the stations when, infact, they did not is a violation

(338/339/84-06-09). This violation is discussed in letter EA 84-57 for this
report.

The NS0-TB-83-02 revision of September 13, 1983, was further updated by an
addendum dated November 29, 1983, and an additional requirement for the trip
breakers was recommended. The UVTAs for the DB-50 reactor trip breakers are
to be replaced every 1250 cycles. Incorporation of this requirement will be
followed along with the incorporation of the earlier vendor's information
(338/339/83-08-01).

13. Wind and Tornado Design Criteria

Paragraph 3.3.2 of the North Anna Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) addresses tornado criteria. In part, it states that "If a heavily
reinforced concrete labyrinth was not practical as a means of egress from
tornado-resistant structures, a 3-inch thick steel plate sliding door has
been provided." Steel doors like the ones described above are installed in
the plant for the entrance from outside to the hydrogen recombiner vaults
and the rod control equipment and motor control centers rooms. Addition-
ally, sliding steel doors are installed for the entrances from the turbine
building to control room, the emergency switchgear room and the control room
chiller rooms.

A number of these doors are stencilled implying they are required to be
closed by technical specifications, however, with the exception of the
control room chiller room doors, the steel doors are usually open. A review
of technical specifications shows no requirements for the steel sliding
doors, but they do require the associated fire doors to be closed.

The doors that are required to be shut for tornado protection need to be
covered by a procedure to get them shut as required. Requirements for the
sliding steel doors is unresolved item 338/339/84-06-10 pending determina-
tion of regulatory requirements.

14. Maint^ nance (62700)

DuHng this inspection, the inspectors verified that portions of the North
Anna maintenance program are being accomplished in accordance with station
procedures and conforms with technical specification requirements. Several
procedures that accomplished (safety-related) maintenance were selected and
reviewed. The inspectors verified that the required administrative
approvals were obtained prior to initiating the work, limiting conditions
for operation were met, approved procedures were used, inspections were
accomplished as required and failures were reported and evaluated. The
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inspectors noted that several of the mechanical maintenance procedures
referenced . an incorrect station administrator procedure number for the
IWP/IWV programs. This incorrect reference had been noted by the licensee
and procedure revisions are being issued to correct this item.

The inspectors will followup on these revisions (IFI 338/339/84-06-11).

No violations or deviations were identified in this area.

15. Calibration (56700)

During this inspection period, an inspection of the North Anna instrument
calibration program was started. The " Checklist for Evaluating Maintenance,
Test and Calibration Procedures" from NUREG/CR-1369, Revision 1 was used to
help evaluate a select number of Instrument Calibration Procedures (ICP).

The inspectors reviewed blank and completed copies of the following
procedures:

ICP-P-1-T-422 AT/TAVG Protection Channel II.
ICP-P-2-F-425 Reactor Coolant Flow Loop B Protection Channel II.
ICP-P-1-BP-2 Reactor Containment Flow Loop B Protection Channel II.
ICP-P-1-BP-2 Reactor Containment Sump Level Indication and Alarm.
ICP-RP-1-RPI Rod Position Indication.
ICP-N1-1-N35 Intermediate Range Channel N35.
ICP-P-1-L-102,106,108,161,163 and 165 Boric Acid Tank Level .

On ICP-P-1-L-163, step 4.2.2.1 indicates the acceptable error for the as
found as as left values is 30mVDC, however, the acceptable accuracy is.t.1%
( 10mVDC). Correction of this item is identified as inspector followup

(338/339/84-06-12).

The forms used by the Instrumentation Department to document the required
periodic procedure reviews of ADM 5.3 reference a Nuclear Power Station
uVality Assurance Manual Section that does not exist. Further, the forms
used do not require recording of the information given on the example form
(Attachment 1 ADM 5.3). Update of these forms is identified as inspector
followup (338/339/84-06-13). Engineering Work Request (EWR) 84-028 was
reviewed to verify that previously identified concerns with the accumulator
level settings (338/83-27-02 and 339/83-27-02) had been adequately
addressed. The conservative settings of the operating bands noted in
inspection reports 338/339/83-31 were relaxed somewhat as a result of the
EWR, but the final approved settings were still more restricted than the
original settings. Items 338/339/83-27-02 are considered closed based on
the completion of EWR 84-028 and subsequent calibration procedure updates,
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16. Fire Protection

The following are two requirements taken from the Notrh Anna Power Station
Fire Protection Plan-Section 3.5.2:

a. When not in actual use at a work site, combustible materials shall be
removed to an approved storage location.

b. When jobs require the use of significant quantities of combustible
materials, the person in charge of the job shall ensure that adequate
fire prevention measures are taken. The fire marshall should be
contacted for advice and assistance."

On two different occasions, the inspectors have identified to the fire
marshall areas where there was a large accumulation of wooden scaf-
folding apparently no longer in use. The scaffolding appeared to be
fire retardant wood, but it is still considered to be combustible
material by section 3.5.2. The two areas identified, the unit 2 cable
tunnel and unit 1 Logic (Hathaway) room both contain safety-related

~

equipment. These examples illustrate that the procedures outlined in
section 3.5.2 are not consistently being followed. Further, the
responsibilities of the person in charge of the job and the fire
marshall in this section are vague. If combustible material is to be
used in an area "significant quantities" should be defined and
consideration should be given to whether the design fire loading of the
area will be exceeded by introducing "significant quantities" of
combustible materials. Followup of these concerns is identified as
inspector followup 338/339/84-06-14.

17. ESF System Walkdown

The following selected engineered safety features (ESF) systems were
verified operable by performing a complete walkdown of the accessible
portions of the systems:

Unit 1 - March 23, 1984 - Casing Cooling (1-0P-7.10A)

Unit 2 - March 23, 1984 - Casing Cooling (2-0P-7.10A)

18. Routine Inspection

By observations during the inspection period, the inspectors verified that
the control room manning requirements were being met. In addition, the
inspectors observed shif t turnover to verify that continuity of system
status was maintained. The inspectors periodically questioned shift
personnel relative to their awareness of plant conditions.

Through log review and plant tours, the inspector verified compliance with
selected Technical Specifications and Limiting Conditions for Operations.
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During the course of the inspection, observation relative to protected and
vital area security were made, including access controls, boundary
integrity, search, escort, and badging.

On a regular basis, radiation work procedures (RWPs) were reviewed and the
specific work activity was monitored to assure the activities were being

- conducted per the RWPs. Radiation protection instruments were verified
operable and calibration / check frequencies were reviewed for completeness.

The. inspector kept informed, on a daily basis, of the overall status of both
units and of any significant safety matters related to plant operations.
Discussions were held with plant management and various members of the
Operations staff on a regular basis. Selected portions of operating logs and
data sheets were reviewed daily.

The inspector conducted various plant tours and made frequent visits to the
control room. Observations included: witnessing work activities in
progress, verifying the status of operating and standby safety systems and
equipment, confirming valve positions, instrument and recording readings,
annunciator alarms, housekeeping and vital area controls.

No violations or deviations were identified in these areas.

.


